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Why soil Mechanics?

A large portion of the earth’s surface is covered by soils, and they are widely used as

construction and foundation materials. Soil mechanics is the branch of engineering that deals

with the engineering properties of soils and their behavior under stress.

The theory of elasticity is an important component in the safe design of the foundations of

structures. The ideal assumption of the theory of elasticity, namely that the medium is

homogeneous, elastic, and isotropic, is not quite true for most natural soil profiles. It does,

however, provide a close estimation for geotechnical engineers and, using proper safety

factors, safe designs can be developed.
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Geotechnical hazards

IranZamin Excavation Project-Tehran

Rahnama Excavation Project-Alborz

Liquefaction after the 2011 Christchurch earthquake

Why soil Mechanics?
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Line 5 Subway-Tehran

Waste Water Transfer Tunnel -Tehran

Line 3 Subway-Tehran

Why soil Mechanics? Geotechnical hazards
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Geotechnical Base Report

Site Investigation

Planning Exploration & Testing Program

Soil Mechanics Tests

Determination of soil parameters

GBR(Geotechnical Base Report)
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• Geotechnics Engineers/Designers

Optimum Design, Less uncertainty

• Contractors

Proper and low cost of construction, Less uncertainty

• Owners

On time delivery and Best quality of project

Who looks at the results?
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Purpose of Site Investigation

• Targets:

- Gathering information about vertical and horizontal extent of soil layers and thickness

- Determination of geotechnical parameters of subsurface layers

- Selection of Soil constitutive model

- Distinguish of geotechnical hazards (e.g. liquefiable soil, collapsible soil, expansive soil,)

- Seismic hazard clarification of project area
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• Less expensive, longer lasting projects through better understanding of 

engineering properties and their distribution

• Less Uncertainty/Better Reliability in Characterization and Parameters

• Faster investigations – “time is money”

Value is Economy
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Planning Exploration & Testing Program

 Gather & Analyze Existing Information; 

• Conduct Site Visit

• Develop Preliminary Site Model  (Field Reconnaissance)

 Identify Material Properties required for Design & Construction; 

• Estimate Scope of Field Program; 

• Divide into Zones of Interest

 Develop Site Exploration Program

• Selecting location and layout of boreholes

• Deciding number of boreholes

• Depth of boreholes
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Planning Exploration & Testing Program

 Conduct Exploration & Field Testing

 Perform Descriptions and Laboratory Index Testing

 Summarize Data & Develop Subsurface Profile

 Present the GBR (Geotechnical Base Report)
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Planning Exploration & Testing Program

Geotechnical investigation of Amirkabir tunnel which are about 1.5 kilometers long. 

12 boreholes with depth of 40 meters, 1 borehole with depth of 49 meters and 13 test pits have been 
drilled in the route of tunnel. 



Geotechnical properties
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Correlations of Soil and Rock Properties in Geotechnical Engineering

Geotechnical literature is full of empirical equations and graphs, and they are used regularly

by practitioners worldwide.

These are derived based on:

- laboratory

- field data

- past experience

- engineering judgement

Where little or no geotechnical information is available, or where reasonableness of a test

result needs to be checked, these empirical equations provide an alternative very useful to the

engineer.

It is common in geotechnical engineering practice to estimate values for design parameters

from both “direct” and “indirect”, or “surrogate” measurements.
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Planning Exploration & Testing Program

The boring methods are used for exploration at greater depths where direct methods fail.

These provide both disturbed as well as undisturbed samples depending upon the method of

boring.

The different types of boring methods are:

- Displacement boring

- Wash boring

- Auger boring

- Rotary drilling

- Percussion drilling

- Continuous sampling

Boring methods of exploration:
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Planning Exploration & Testing Program

Boring methods of exploration:

 Auger boring :

preferred for shallow depths , low ground water table

 Wash boring :

high water table, deeper soil deposit

 Rotary drilling:

high quality boring, also for rock drilling

 Percussion drilling:

fast drilling, not taking samples
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Planning Exploration & Testing Program

Boring methods of exploration:

Auger Boring

 Hand augers – 15 to 20cm depth
 Mechanical augers - > 12m depth
 Useful for subsurface investigation.
 Main disadvantage is samples are highly disturbed.
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Planning Exploration & Testing Program

Boring methods of exploration:

Wash Boring

 Hole is drilled by driving a casing about 2 to 3m long and inserting drill rod
with a chisel- shaped chopping bit at the lower portion.

 Water is pumped down.
 Hole is advanced by chopping action and jetting action.
 Chopped soil and water is collected in tub
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Planning Exploration & Testing Program

Boring methods of exploration:

Rotary drilling

 Bore hole is advanced by rotating a hollow
drill rod which has cutting bit at lower end.

 Drill head is provided at the top.
 It consists of rotary mechanism and an

arrangement for applying downward pressure.
 Can be used in clay & sand.
 The method is not suitable if the soil contains

a high percentage of gravel/cobbles
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Planning Exploration & Testing Program

Boring methods of exploration:

Core drilling

 Used for drilling holes and obtaining rock cores.
 Done using a diamond studded bit or cutting edge.
 A double tube barrel is used to get good quality sample of rock.

Cored boreholes are generally 70-200mm in

diameter. Cores are undisturbed samples of the

ground. "Undisturbed" means they are representative

of ground conditions in situ.

Cores are carefully packed and sent to the laboratory
to investigate their physical properties, mechanical
characteristics and chemistry.

The number of cored boreholes that can be drilled at

a site is limited because drilling is slow and costly.
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Planning Exploration & Testing Program

Sampling:

To collect the samples, often use drill rig or hand augers and special sample collection tools to

gather both disturbed and undisturbed soil samples.

Disturbed soil samples do not retain the in-situ properties of the soil during the collection

process.

Disturbed soil samples for soil type and texture, moisture content, and nutrient and

contaminant analysis

Undisturbed soil samples retain the structural integrity of the soil and have a high recovery

rate within the sampler.

Undisturbed samples allow an engineer to determine the geotechnical properties of strength,

permeability, compressibility and fracture patterns among others.
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Planning Exploration & Testing Program

After boring process reached desire depth, a soil sampler is advanced by driving it with a

drop hammer or by pushing it with a hydraulic piston or jack.

Then, the sampler is brought to the surface.

Some soil is removed from each end of the sampler, wax is applied and the tubes covered by

protective caps.Samples are clearly labeled (project name, date, borehole number, depth,

method of sampling etc.).

Sampling:

The different types of sampling are:

- Open-Drive Sampler

- Piston Sampler

- Thin-Walled Sampler

- Split-Spoon Sampler
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Planning Exploration & Testing Program

In-situ tests:

 Standard Penetration test – SPT

 Cone Penetration Test – (CPT, CPTu, SCPTu)

 Vane Shear Test

 Pressuremeter Test

 Dilatometer Test

 Groundwater Observations
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Planning Exploration & Testing Program

- Standard penetration tests (SPT) or Cone penetration test (CPT) were done in all boreholes to

investigate the strength and compressibility of the subsurface layers.

- Required samples were taken during the drilling and were sent to laboratory to perform

different tests.

- Borehole logs have been prepared based on field observations during drillings, grain size

analyses and classification of the samples.
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Planning Exploration & Testing Program

Standard penetration test (SPT)

 65 kg Hammer.

 (76 cm) free fall.

 Drive sampler over 150 mm.

 Record no. of blows per each 75 mm

penetration.

 SPT N value = summed the last four

successive of 75 mm increment.

 If the resistance is very high, the 2nd stage is

discontinued at 50 blows even if the total

penetration is less than 450 mm.
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Planning Exploration & Testing Program

Cone penetration test (CPT) and piezocone (CPTu)

 Originally Developed in
Netherlands 1930s.

 Further developments in
1950s.

 Also known as “Dutch
Cone”

 ASTM D3441

 Types of CPT devices

 mechanical cone

 electric cone

 piezocone
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Planning Exploration & Testing Program

Seismic cone penetration test (SCPTu)

multi-measurement tools for the field investigation.

It consists of two parts:

- Responsible for the measurement of the parameters

obtained in the standard CPTu test (the ability to

determine the qc, fs, u2 parameters)

- For the registration of the shear and vertical wave

propagation velocity (which allows to determine the

parameters characterizing elastic properties of the

soil medium).



Vane shear test

Planning Exploration & Testing Program
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Originally developed by Swedish Engineer,

John Olsson in 1920s.

Now Standardized as ASTM D2573.

Specially suited for soft, sensitive clays.

Quick test, used to determine undrained shear

strength.
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Pressuremeter Test

Planning Exploration & Testing Program
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The Pressure meter test is one of the most important in-situ tests for determination of the 
stress-strain behavior of subsurface layers. 

ASTM D4719 - 07 Standard Test Method for 
Prebored Pressuremeter Testing in Soils

V
PVVEp m ∆

∆
++= ))(1(2 0υ

Ep=pressuremeter modulus, (kPa)

For determination of: 
 Elastic modulus of soils
 Cu 



Dilatometer Test

Planning Exploration & Testing Program
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ASTM D6635

used to determine the soil

in-situ lateral stress and

soil lateral stiffness

VD
D

UPK
δ ′
−

= °°

ED = 34.7 (p1 - p0) 

where δ‘VD is the pre-insertion in
situ overburden stress



Planning Exploration & Testing Program
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Groundwater observations

 GW condition is an important factor to observe for design and construction

e.g. deep excavation ,tunneling, deep foundation, slope stability analysis &

etc.:

 Groundwater level must be determined during site investigation works.

 Measure at time of drilling and later (24 hrs., 1 week, etc.).

 Can be accomplished by make observations in borehole & existing.

 Or, install a piezometer.

 Monitor Wells & Sampling.

 Permeability Tests.
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Planning Exploration & Testing Program

Common
Geotechnical
Field Procedures
and Tests.



Soil Mechanics Lab Tests
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- Particle size analysis 

- Atterburg limits

- Shrinkage limit (SL)

- Specific Gravity (Gs) 

- Permeability

- Consolidation, Swelling & collapsibility

- Direct shear

- Uniaxial

- Triaxial

- Compaction & CBR

- Moisture content

- Unit weight



Soil Mechanics Lab Tests
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Common 
Procedures and 
Laboratory Tests 
for Soils.



Soil Mechanics Lab Tests
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Chemical analysis of Soil samples and groundwater chemistry
Some of the chemical materials in the soils can cause damages on the buried concrete

structures in sub-surface layers, which lead to serious problems on underground structures

such as tunnels and sub-way stations.

Chemical 

materials

• pH

• CL- %

• SO3
-2 %

• CaSO4,2H2O %

• Organic Material %

Chemical 

analysis of 

groundwater 

• pH

• Cl- (ppm)

• Ec (µmhos/cm)

• So4
-2 (ppm)

• T.D.S (ppm)

- Geo-Environmental Laboratory Testing
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Geotechnical properties
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The engineering aspects of soil composition examine the differences in texture, strength, and

consistency that distinguish Cohesive soils (e.g. silts and clays) from Granular soils (e.g. sand

& gravel) environments.

But in fact, soil is the product of nature and time, consisting of solid, liquid and gas. The

different time, conditions and environments that form a soil lead to different soil particles and

structures. Therefore soil behavior is irregular and there isn’t a pure Cohesive or Granular

soils.

Most design resources are based on these classification, for example:

- Bearing capacity (bearing capacity factors)

- Pile foundation (skin and toe resistance)



Lack of in Situ Soil Data(specially for

- Coarse grained soil

- Cemented soil

situ shear test, EPLT,…)

1. Plate Load Test (PLT)

2. In Situ Shear Test

3. Edge Plate Load Test (EPLT)

Solution of Geotechnical Complexity

The necessity of detailed studies

Geotechnical properties

37

undisturbed samples for laboratory testing are difficult to obtain and the typical borehole 

results or experimental correlations are not reliable



1. Plate Load Test (PLT)

Geotechnical properties

Test on ground surface or inside gallery

For determination of: 

 Bearing capacity of footings

 Subgrade reaction modulus

 Elastic modulus of soils 

PLT is suit test for alluvium

38



1. Plate Load Test (PLT)

Geotechnical properties

PLT is suit test for alluvium
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Based on ASTM D1194 standard

S
PKs ∆

∆
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The basic formulas:

Modulus Of Soil Reaction
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Elastic Modulus of soil



2. In Situ Shear Test

Geotechnical properties

This test is suit 
for measuring of soil strength parameters

40



2. In Situ Shear Test

Geotechnical properties

This test is suit 
for measuring of soil strength parameters

41

Based on ASTM D4554 standard

Φ20



Geotechnical properties

Sampling

For large direct shear test

Block

Inside Shear Box

Inside frame

Difficulty for sampling and testing in coarse-grained alluvium of Tehran 42



3. Edge Plate Load Test (EPLT)

Geotechnical properties

Measurement of the cohesion value of soil in 

the trench walls. 

Easy to get the soil cohesion

43Based on: Howland 1977
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Geophysical Investigation

Geotechnical properties
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Comprehensive recognition of the subsurface soil layer conditions and the dynamic

specifications of the soil layers are of the most important factors of structural dynamic

design

Longitudinal and shear wave velocities
are measured by geophysical tests.



Geotechnical properties
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Correlations of Soil and Rock Properties in Geotechnical Engineering; Jay Ameratunga, Nagaratnam Sivakugan, Braja M. Das; 2016 



Geotechnical properties
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GBR(Geotechnical Base Report) data presentation 
and report

 The interpretation and analysis were done based on the method 

used for analysis.

 Bore log information (drilling & sampling depths & methods, 

field test data, drilling notes, soil appearance, stratification and 

etc.)

 Content of report (introduction, site description, site geology, 

soil conditions, discussion, appendices and etc.)
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GBR(Geotechnical Base Report) data presentation and report

 Introduction – brief summary of proposed works, investigation conducted, site location,
timescale of the work, key personnel.

 Site Description – Topography, main surface features, detail access, site history, site
maps, pre-existing works / underground openings.

 Site Geology – Overall geology, specific area geology, main soil and rock
formation/structures.

 Soil Conditions – detailed account of the conditions encountered (in relation to the
proposed works), description of all strata, results of laboratory and in situ tests, detail of
groundwater conditions.

 Discussion – Comments on validity and reliability of the information presented, further
work (if required). Definition of appropriate design parameters and methods of both
design and construction (interpretative report)

 Appendices – borehole logs, laboratory test results, in situ tests, geophysical survey
records, references, literature extracts

GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING Site Investigation, Dr. Amizatulhani Abdullah



Scope of Geotechnical Engineering:

- Civil projects (Design & Construction)

- Environmental Problems (Pollution control)

- Natural Hazards

48
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Scope of Geotechnical Engineering

Design and 

Construction of 

engineered 

facilities

• Foundation engineering (buildings, bridges and

harbors)

• Excavation and Tunneling

• Embankments and Dams

• Subgrade system (railways, highways)

• Improvement of soft soil ground

Environment
• Disposal of waste (landfills, tailings)

• Control of hazardous materials

Mitigation of 

natural hazards

• landslides

• Earthquake- induced hazards

• Scour
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Foundation engineering (buildings, bridges and harbors)

Foundation engineers are called upon to determine the best way of transferring structural

loads from buildings, bridges, machines, highway signs, etc. to soil and rock in a safe and

economical manner

Shallow 

Foundation

• Shallow Footings

• Spread Footing

• Mat Footing

• Combined Footing

Deep 
Foundation

• Driven Piles
• Drilled Piles 
• Specialty piles 
• Piled ( Secant/Slurry) walls 
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Excavation support in temporary and permanent structures have been used

successfully for:

- Highway cuts;

- Building Pit

- Removal under existing bridge abutments during underpass widening;

- Repair, stabilization, and reconstruction of existing retaining structures;

- Tunnel portals.

Excavation
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Excavation

Shallow and 

Deep 

Excavation

• Ordinary Systems

• Stable Slope 

• Retaining Wall

• Steel Truss

• Pile

• Newer Systems

• Soil Nailing and Anchorage

• Soldier Pile

• Top-Down

• combined system
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(Top-Down)

Parking Of Niayesh (31m), Tehran, Iran

Excavation
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Combined System Pasargad Bank Headquarters, Tehran, Iran Height=33m

Corner Strut

Anchorage

Excavation

Soldier Pile + Anchorage
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Tunneling

Tunneling

• Tunnels Construction

• NATM 

• TBM 

• Cut & Cover 

• Construction Methods of Stations & Ramps

• Mining station

• Cut & Cover



Tunneling

NATM (New Austrian Tunnel Method)

 Other name of this construction method

Sequential Excavation Method (SEM)

Sprayed Concrete Lining (SCL)

In Japan Cross Diaphragm Method (CDM) 

Upper Half Vertical Subdivision method             
(UHVS)
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Tunneling Projects

A plan of Niayesh tunnel
urban area in Tehran, Iran
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Improvement of soft soil ground
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Improvement 

of soil

• Dynamic (Deep) Compaction

• Vibro Compaction (Vibroflotation)

• Compaction Grouting

• Fracture Grouting

• Permeation Grouting

• Surcharging

• Reinforcement

• Stone Columns

• Vibro Concrete Columns

• Soil Mixing

Dynamic and vibro methods, grouting, and preloading represent the primary techniques 
used to compact or densify soil in situ.



Soil constitutive model

Numerical Modeling
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Design  Procedure for Shoring and Tunneling:



The proper soil constitutive model is an important issue and matter of discussion in

numerical simulations of soil structures which affects the results.

The analysis of tunnels construction in cemented soils with strain-softening behaviour is a

very complex problem.

In such materials, which are characterized by distinct peak and residual strength parameters,

strength reduction can occur with increasing strain. Furthermore, the high stiffness of

unloading paths in soil mass around tunnel section and of low strain in cemented soils affects

the results.

prediction of ground settlement strictly is 

influenced by the material constitutive model. 

60

Soil constitutive model



It is consequently difficult to determine which model to select for a particular task and the

requirements for determination of parameters are not uniform.

Overview of Constitutive Models For Soils, by P.Lade, 2005

 The Linear Elastic Model (LE)

 The Mohr-Coulomb Model (MC)

 The Drucker-Prager Model (HS)

 The Softening Model

61

Usual constitutive model are:

Soil constitutive model



The Linear Elastic Model (LE)
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The simplest material model is based on Hooke's law for isotropic linear elastic behavior.

Soil behavior is highly non-linear and irreversible. The linear elastic model is insufficient to

capture the essential features of soil.

The use of the linear elastic model may, however, be considered to model massive structures

in the soil or bedrock layers.

Soil constitutive model



The Mohr-Coulomb Model (Perfect-Plasticity)

The oldest and still the most useful yield criterion for cohesive frictional materials is
the empirical proposal made by Coulomb (1773) in his investigations of retaining walls

Basic idea of an elastic perfectly plastic model
Plaxis (FEM Software) -Material Models Manual
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Based Parameters:

Soil constitutive model



Hardening Soil Model (Isotropic Hardening)

The hardening soil model is an advanced model for simulating the behaviour of different

types of soil, both soft and stiff soils, Schanz (1998).

In the special case of a drained triaxial test, the observed relationship between the axial

strian and the deviatoric stress can be well approximated by a hyperbola.

later used in the well known hyperbolic model (Duncan and Chang, 1970).
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Based Parameters:

Soil constitutive model



Hardening Soil Model (Isotropic Hardening)

Plaxis (FEM Software) -Material Models Manual

Hardening is assumed to be istropic depending on both the plastic shear and

volumetric strain.

For the frictional hardening a non associated and for the cap hardening an an

associated flow rule is assumed.

65

Soil constitutive model



M.C. and H.S. Soil Model
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Mohr-Coulomb Model (Perfect-Plasticity) Hardening Soil Model (Isotropic Hardening)

Elastic region

Softening regionHardening region

Hardening- Softening soil
model for cemented soils

Soil constitutive model



Yasrobi et al (2013) presented a numerical results using softening soil model and Mohr-

Coulomb elastic- perfectly plastic model and compared with monitoring results from Niayesh

tunnel. the strain softening behaviour of the material was considered for by a reduction of the

strength parameters of the elasto-plastic Mohr-Coulomb model with increasing a deviatoric

plastic strain

Softening Soil Model
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Based Parameters:

profile of surface settlement for
monitoring and prediction

Soil constitutive model



Softening Soil Model

to estimate the accuracy of results given by numerical modelling, the surface settlement given 

by monitoring records is considered as the reference and has been compared with results of 

model softening and elastic-perfectly plastic Mohr-Coulomb model

68

Soil constitutive model
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Soil constitutive model (Parameters)

General properties

Advanced Soil Mechanics; Braja M. Das; Third edition; 2008

Density (ρ)

Permeability
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Soil constitutive model (Parameters)

Poisson’s (ʋ)

Correlations of Soil and Rock Properties in Geotechnical Engineering; Jay Ameratunga, Nagaratnam Sivakugan, Braja M. Das; 2016 
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Soil constitutive model (Parameters)

Modulus of Elasticity (E)

1.Correlation of N (SPT) with Modulus of Elasticity (E) for Sandy Soils

Correlations of Soil and Rock Properties in Geotechnical Engineering; Jay Ameratunga, Nagaratnam Sivakugan, Braja M. Das; 2016 
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Soil constitutive model (Parameters)

Modulus of Elasticity (E)

1.Correlation of N (SPT) with Modulus of Elasticity (E) for Sandy Soils

2. Plate Load Test (PLT)

( ) ID
S
PE ⋅−⋅⋅

∆
∆

= 21 ν

3. Pressuremeter Test
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E

Pressuremeter modulus (Ep) 

Modulus of elasticity for Granular soils

Modulus of elasticity for Cohesive soils 

Correlations of Soil and Rock Properties in Geotechnical Engineering; Jay Ameratunga, Nagaratnam Sivakugan, Braja M. Das; 2016 
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Soil constitutive model (Parameters)

Cohesion and Friction angle

Correlations of Soil and Rock Properties in Geotechnical Engineering; Jay Ameratunga, Nagaratnam Sivakugan, Braja M. Das; 2016 

- Direct shear

- Uniaxial

- Triaxial

- Vane Shear Test

- In Situ Shear Test

- Edge Plate Load Test (EPLT)
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Soil constitutive model (Parameters)

Dilatancy angle

Correlations of Soil and Rock Properties in Geotechnical Engineering; Jay Ameratunga, Nagaratnam Sivakugan, Braja M. Das; 2016 

The relation between the dilatancy component from a triaxial compression test, the relative

density, and the mean principal stress at failure suggested by Bolton (1986)

Kulhawy and Mayne (1990) suggest taking as the dilatancy angle ψ.
Bolton (1986) suggested from laboratory test data that for plane strain compression
loading

A simple and somewhat crude approximation for dilatancy angle, as often used in Plaxis

analysis, is
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Soil constitutive model (Parameters)

Hardening Softening Soil Model 

Plate Load Test (PLT)
Based on ASTM D1194 standard

m power is to simulate a logarithmic stress
dependency, as observed for soft clays, the
power should be taken equal to 1.0. Janbu
(1963) reports values of m around 0.5 for
Norwegian sands and silts, whilst Von Soos
(1980) reports various different values in
the range 0.5≤m≤1

Eunloading/reloading



Numerical modeling tools (Software)
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Differential methods are more difficult and time consuming than boundary analyses (BEM),

both in terms of model preparation and solution run times. As such, they require special

expertise if they are to be carried out successfully.

Continuum 
• Finite difference method

• Finite element method
DisContinuum

• Discrete element method

• Distinct element method

FLAC (Itasca) More use in soil and rock

Phase2 (Rocscience) More use in rock

DIANA (TNO) More use in soil and rock

ELFEN (Rock field software Ltd.) More use in rock

VISAGE (VIPS Ltd.) More use in soil and rock

Commercial Software's 
PLAXIS (PLAXIS BV) More use in soil

SVSoild (Soil Vision Systems Ltd.) More use in soil 

ANSYS (ANSYS, Inc.) More use in soil and rock

ABAQUS (SIMULIA) More use in soil and rock

GeoStudio More use in soil
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Step by Step Design

 Empirical design
1- Approximate Predictive  Design

2- Experimental  Predictive  Design

 Limit Equilibrium method

 Stress-Strain Analyses

1- FEM (Finite Element Method)

2- FDM (Finite Deference Method)

3- BEM (Boundary Element Method)

3- Neural Network 
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Limit Equilibrium method

Geometry

Surcharge Condition

Soil Parameters

Water Condition

Safety Factor

Element Force

Seepage

…

Limit Equilibrium Solver

Input Output
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Stress – Strain Analyze

Geometry
Constitutive Model

parameters 

Element Parameters

Surcharge Condition

Boundary Condition

Water Condition

Stage Construction

Facing Condition

Stress Distribution

Strain Distribution

Crack Propagation
Pour Pressure 
Distribution

Structural elements 
Forces

Safety Factor

Stress-Strain Solver

Input
Output
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Foundation engineering

SAFE (structural analysis)

Numerical Modeling of Geotechnical projects

E Young's modulus
υ Poisson's ratio
φ Friction angle
c Cohesion
K Reaction Modulus

Based Parameters:
-Check Shell stresses for Design of Foundation

-Bearing Capacity of Foundations

-Foundation Settlements

Results:
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Foundation engineering

SAFE (structural analysis)

Plaxis 3D foundation

Numerical Modeling of Geotechnical projects
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Foundation engineering

SAP (structural analysis)

Numerical Modeling of Geotechnical projects

Deep Foundation- Driven Concrete pile
Shadegan Steel Complex
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Excavation

Numerical Modeling of Geotechnical projects

Amir Kabir Complex, 
Tehran, Iran

Based Parameters:
-Deformation and Settlements

- Facing stresses (Shotcrete, Concrete Wall, Berlani…)

- Tendons force (Nail, Anchor,…)

Results:
E Young's modulus
υ Poisson's ratio
φ Friction angle
c Cohesion
Ψ Dilatancy angle
Eun/re Unloading/reloading stiffness
m power- dependency of stiffness
Rf Failure ratio
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43m
Deep Excavation Of Negin Niayesh
(Anchorage & Waller), Tehran, Iran

Access to 
Arash-Esfandiar Tunnel

Excavation

Numerical Modeling of Geotechnical projects
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Numerical Modeling of Geotechnical projects

Tunneling

Based Parameters:

- Sequence of excavation 

- Deformation and Settlements

- Facing stresses and structural design

(Shotcrete, Concrete, …)

- Element forces (Lattice girder, micropile ,…)

- Seismic Performance

Results:
E Young's modulus
υ Poisson's ratio
φ Friction angle
c Cohesion
Ψ Dilatancy angle
Eun/re Unloading/reloading stiffness
m power- dependency of stiffness
Rf Failure ratio
Initial Lining Shotcrete, Lattice girder, Ribs,…
Final Lining Concrete, Segment



Axial Forces

Bending Moments 86Finite Element Modeling with Plaxis

Tunneling

Numerical Modeling of Geotechnical projects
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Use 3D Analyze where Plane Strain Condition is not meted 

17.6 m

12
.6

 m

11.10 m

10
.1

0 
m

Hakim Tunnel, Tehran

Intersection of Cross Passage and Tunnel

SAP2000 (structural analysis)

Tunneling

Numerical Modeling of Geotechnical projects



West-NiayeshSouth-Kordestan

31m

19m

Bifurcations with low overburden in soil Niayesh,Tehran

Due to the large span of the bifurcations chamber and large volume of
excavation, the main focus is the influence of rib elements in construction of
bifurcations constructed with NATM tunneling method using 2D and 3D
numerical method.
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Numerical Modeling of Geotechnical projects



Bifurcations with low overburden in soil Niayesh,Tehran

the surface settlement obtained from monitoring shows the confidence of 3d numerical

modeling and safety the design process

Numerical modeling of Bifurcation 2d & 3d model
89

Numerical Modeling of Geotechnical projects
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Improvement of soft soil ground

E Young's modulus
υ Poisson's ratio
φ Friction angle
c Cohesion

Based Parameters:
• Check of stresses

• Bearing Capacity

• Settlements and deformation

• Local and Global Stability

Results:



Numerical Modeling of Geotechnical projects
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Improvement of soft soil ground

DSM method



Numerical Modeling of Geotechnical projects
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Improvement of soft soil ground

Dynamic Compaction



Numerical Modeling of Geotechnical projects
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Improvement of soft soil ground

Dynamic compaction of 
Assaluyeh petrochemical lands



Conclusion
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• Clarification of the main questions of the project (control of soil capacity, settlement, 

stability and safety factor, …). 

• Planning of Geotechnical studies based on project requirement.

• Providing the GBR (Geotechnical Base Report)

• Gathering requirement tools (Charts, Curves, tables, parameters…).

• Extracting the required data for analysis (input of parameters, Soil constitutive model,

Software's,…).

• Analyze and Conceptual design
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Why Numerical Modeling

Wide range of problems in geotechnical engineering with complex factors cannot be readily

handled by the closed- form and empirical procedures

For examples:

- Nonlinear behavior,

-Dynamic loads,

-Discontinuities,

-Non- homogeneities,

-In situ stress conditions,

- Spatial and temporal variations in material

-Arbitrary and complex geometries

Numerical methods in geotechnical engineering; Chandrakant S. Desai, John T. Christian, McGraw-Hill, 1977
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Mathematical and numerical modeling is a mature yet vibrant research area in geotechnical

engineering.

These methods are increasingly playing important roles not only in achieving better

understanding of fundamental behavior of geomaterials and geostructures but also in ensuring

the safety and sustainability of large-scale complex geoengineering projects.

- Division of problem domain (i.e. meshing efficiency and element types).

- Selection of appropriate constitutive models (i.e. stress- strain response of elements to applied

forces).

- Determination of material properties for selected constitutive models (generally derived from

lab testing with scaling to field conditions).

- Limiting boundary conditions and special loading conditions.

Why Numerical Modeling
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Thank you for your 
Consideration
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